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K Y B E R N E T I K A — V O L U M E 3 0 ( 1 9 9 4 ) , N UM BER 3, P A Č E S 2 6 3 - 2 6 9 
METHOD OF RITZ FOR RANDOM EIGENVALUE 
PROBLEMS 
M A R T I N H Á L A 
Boundary value problems for ordinary differential equations with random coefficients are 
dealt with. Asymptotic normality of the eigenvalues is derived under proper conditions. 
The method of Ritz enables to extend the results. Application of the presented theory in 
dynamics is added. 
1. I N T R O D U C T I O N , P E R T U R B A T I O N RESULTS 
The paper has been inspired by certain technical applications. We can meet eigen­
value problems for ordinary differential equations, the coefficients of which are ran­
dom, namely in mechanics and dynamics (see the last section for an example). We 
can often assume the random parts of these coefficients to be very small and near to 
white noise, especially when random deviations in the shape, in the quality of the 
material, etc. are considered. 
T h e notat ion and assumptions are similar as in Hala [2] but we stress the approx­
imate approach to the problems namely using the method of Ritz. First of all let us 
make some notes concerning perturbation theory. 
Consider the deterministic eigenvalue problem 
M0u + Mxu = \{N0u + NlU), Uj[u} = 0, j = 1,2,. . . , 2 m , (1) 
where 
,чl ( 0 
Mku = Y^-lý [fkiiҢ , Nкu = ]Г(-1,' 
i=0 i=0 
2 m - l 
ед= £ «j.«(,)(o)+ft.«(,)(ц 
ш«(i)i(i 
t=0 
(fki, 9ki are sufficiently smooth real functions, otjt, Pjt are real constants, k = 0, 1, 
m > n). 
T h e principle of the perturbat ion theory is to express the eigenvalues and eigen-
functions of (1) in terms of the perturbat ions fu, 9u and various characteristics of 
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the so called unperturbed problem 
M0U = LIN0U, Uj[u] = 0, j= 1,2,... ,2m. (2) 
Theorem 1. Assume the operators Mk, IVjt in (1) to be positive, let f\m = 0. 
Furthermore, let the equations 
m j — 1 (i t i\ 
EEi-i^'t*)""'1] °""V«)|j=o (3) 
jr —o t = o 
hold for all admissible functions u, v and for all functions <p = fki or y>= y^. 
Assume that (2) possesses a discrete spectrum, let fi denote some simple eigen-
value of (2) and w(x) denote the normalized eigenfunction associated with /*. 
There exists a constant e > 0 depending only on the problem (2) such that for 
every 8 G (0,e) the following statement holds. 
If | / I J ( X ) | < 6, \gu(x)\ < 8 for every i and x then there exist terms A*, uk(x), 
k = 0 , 1 , 2 . . . such that the series 
oo oo 
A = S A j f c ' u(x) = J2uk(x) 
fc=0 ib=0 
converge and determine a solution of (1). 
In particular, 
Ao = H, u0(x) = w(x), 
Ai = y ; / (u^(x))2(fu(x) - ,.0i.(*))dx, (4) 
,=o Jo 
|A - (A 0 + A i ) | < C 5
2 , (5) 
where we set gu(x) = 0 for i > n and C is a constant depending only on the 
problem (2). 
For the p r o o f see Purkert-Scheidt [3]. 
The rather unconvenient condition f\m = 0 expresses that the order of Mi should 
be less than the one of Mo-
Let us finally note that (3) holds for example when the boundary conditions in 
(1) are 
u(0) = u'(0) = ... = u^m-l\0) = u(L) = u'(L) = . . . = u^m~l\L) = 0. 
Using the method of Ritz for searching for an approximate solution of the prob-
lems like (1) we get matrix eigenvalue problems. Perturbation results for them are 
presented in the following theorem. 
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Consider the equations 
(A-rC)u = A(.B + .D)u, (6) 
Au = iiBu, (7) 
where A, B, C, D are symmetric matrices of the size n x n. Let the matrices B, 
B + D be positive definite. Then (6) has n real eigenvalues Ai < . . . < An and (7) 
has n real eigenvalues u\ < . . . < fin. 
Theorem 2. Let m be a simple eigenvalue of (7) and wt let be the corresponding 
H-normalized eigenvector, i.e. (Bwi,Wi) = 1. 
Then there exists a constant 70 > 0 depending only on (7) such that if 
IC !C(cij' + d$j) < 7 < 7o then A, is also simple and the expression 
00 
A. = /., + ]VAifc (8) 
* = i 
holds, where 
An = (CwitWi) - w(Dwi,Wi), (9) 
fc = 2 
< Ä7- (Ю) 
(R is a constant depending only on (7).) 
For the p r o o f see Purkert-Scheidt [3]. 
Let us introduce the assumptions and notation used in this paper. 
We shall consider the problem in the form (1), where Mo, No, Uj[u] are the same 
as in (1), the operators M\, N\ are assumed to be random: 
M\u = £ ( - i y [xiuM] , N\u = ^ ( - i y [.Xm+i+mW] , 
»=0 i=0 
where X(x) = (X0(x),...,Xm(x),Xm+\(x),...,Xm+i+n(x))' is a vectorial stoch-
astic process on (0,L) with .sufficiently smooth trajectories that depends on a real 
parameter. 
We suppose the operators Mo, No to be positive, the same must hold for Mo + M\, 
No + Ni a.s. Analogous equations as (3) are assumed to hold a.s. 
We will now describe in a more detailed way the supposed nature of the process 
X(a?). Let each of its components be in the form 
Xi(x) = ^(aj(pi(x)Yi
ia\x). 
Here e is a positive real function of a parameter a, (pi are real deterministic func-
tions and Ya(x) = ( V ^ W i • ••^m+l+nW)'
 i s a >"eal vectorial centralized Gaussian 
stationary symmetric process with rational spectral density depending on a. 
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Let R a(#) be the matrix correlation function of Ya(x), its elements being denoted 
by Rlk(x), i, k = 0 , 1 , . . . , m + 1 + n. fa(A) denotes the spectral matrix density of 
Ya(.c). fa(A) is supposed to be rational and so it must be a real symmetric even 
matrix function of a constant rank r. In particular 
fa(Aj = i -B a ( iA)Bl ( - iA) , (11) 
where Ba n <r(-s) is a rational matrix function analytic, in { s G C : Re ~ > ¥ } 
and real for real .s. 
Let the matrices Ra(.c) fulfil the conditions 
/
& ( r-S r+°°\ 
Ra(x)dx = R, lim / + / \\F?a
k(x)\dx = 0, 
.6 a - ° ° \J-co Jh J 
/
oo 
\Rik(x)\dx < K < +oo 
-oo 
for arbitrary /', k, 8 > 0, where R is a constant matrix and K is a constant indepen-
dent on a. 
Let 6(a), c(a) denote the terms of an arbitrary complex partial fraction 
b(a)/(s + c(a))k of an arbitrary element of the matrix B a(s) . Let these terms fulfil 
for sufficiently large a: 
,. r. / x , x • f(Rec(a))1- , l ( R e c ( a ) ) 2 - n 
rtlnnRec(a) = +oo, £(a) < mm | - ^ , i - ^ | , 
where (/ > 0 is a constant. 
It was stated in Hala [2] that under rather restrictive condition Xm = 0 the 
asymptotic normality of the variable 
A(«) - /• 
can be derived and its limit variance can be computed (fi is a simple eigenvalue of 
(2) and A(a) is the corresponding eigenvalue of (1) that is near to /*). 
We will present similar result for the approximate solution of (1) in the following 
section. 
2. METHOD OF RITZ 
We will consider firstly the centralized problem (2). Let {V;i, V;2, • • •} be a bazis 
of the energetic space HM0 of the operator MQ. We can derive from (2) for fixed 
NGN the matrix eigenvalue problem (7) where A = {<Hj}fj--it B = {6ij}fj=], 
ciij = (tpi,^j)M0 - J0 M0i/>i • if>j dx, bij = (il>itil>j)tf0 = J 0 N0rpi • ipj dx. 
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This problem has under our assumptions real eigenvalues Nfix < ... <
 N^N with 
corresponding H-normalized eigenvectors NWi = (NWi\,..., Wi^)', i = 1 , . . . ,N . 
This eigenvalues and eigenvectors approximate the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions 
of (2) in the following sense. 
If fit is a simple eigenvalue of (2) with corresponding No-normalized eigenfunction 
iui(x) (we suppose the order ft\ < /i_ < . . . < //,-_i < /^ < f.ii+\ < ...) and if 
NWi(x) = J2k-\Nwik ' ^fcW J t u e n Nlli ~* hLi a n c l Nwi —^ wi f o r N —> +00 . 
Consider now the perturbed problem (1), let the notation and assumptions of 
the previous sections hold. From the problem (1) we can derive the matrix problem 
(6), where A, I? were introduced above, C = {cij}Nj=l, D — {dij}
Nj = l, c,j = 
(V;;, V;i)Mi I dij = (V>i, IJ>J)N1 • The eigenvalues of (6) are denoted
 N\\,..., N\N-
While we can expect tha t N\{ approximates A; for increasing N, the limit variance 
of N\i (for N fixed and a —> -f oo) can be stated exactly: 
L e m m a 3 . The random variable 
converges in distribution to a centralized Gaussian random variable with the variance 





where A^k is the abbreviation for the function Wk(pj(x)(pk(x) and we set Wk = 0, 
ipj (x) = 0 for j , k > m + 1 + n. 
The p r o o f is based on the perturbat ion results summarized in Theorem 2 and 
it is very similar to the proof of Theorem 3 in [2]. 
Firstly when we introduce the variable Y = YlYlirfj + (-?>)) ^en the upper 
est imate of the probability P[Y > 6] like (25) in [2] can be derived. From this 
est imate it immediatelly follows that Y tends to 0 in probability and Theorem 2 is 
applicable. 
We can write using (8) 
N\i(a)-NVi __ N\i\(a) . v > N\ik(a) 
v^K +E Jfc = 2 
It can be shown due to (9) that the first term on the right converges in distribution 
to the centralized normal variable with the variance Nai. The second term converges 
to 0 in probability due to (10). 
For the exact proof see [1]. 
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3. APPLICATION - BENDING VIBRATIONS OF A BAR 
Consider a horizontal bar of the length L with clamped ends. Let u(x) denotes the 
vertical deviation. The equation 
(Elu")" = XpAu, u(0) = u(L) = u"(0) = u"(L) = 0 (12) 
holds, where E is the modulus of elasticity, / denotes the moment of inertia (EI is 
the bending stiffness), A is the cross-sectional area and p denotes the mass per unit 
length. X is the square of the eigenfrequency of the vibrations. 
When we admit small perturbations of the shape and of the quality of the material 
then E, I, p and A should be considered as random processes. We cannot use 
Theorem 3 from [2] because the highest coefficient in (12) is random. 
Let us use the following notation and simplifications: L = 1, EI = f2 + X2, pF = 
= 9Q + XZ, where f2 = const > 0, go = const > 0. The centralized equation has then 
constant coefficients and its eigenvalues can be easily computed: /*,• = (f2/ga)(iir)
4, 
1 = 1 ,2 , . . . 
Let Xi(x) = yi(a)Y}a)(x) (i.e. <pi(x) = 1), i = 2,3 and (Y2
{a), Y^)' let be 
centralized Gaussian stationary process with the same properties as previously. Let 
R = I D
2 2
 D
2 3 ) be the limit matrix from the assumptions stated in the previous 
y H23 H33 / 
section. 
Finally we select the basis of7i\f0
: 
ФЛ*) = x — 2x
3 + x4, 
ф2(x) = lx- - Юx
3 + Зx5 
* ( « ) = xҚ\ - * ) 3 , i = ЗA, 
ІS 
From Lemma 3 it follows that the limit variance of 
"«? = [ *M {£*W*S'(*)J - 2 ^ , 3 (!>«</>;(* 
x ( É "-Wtfw) + ww *» ( Ě w»«*j(-) áx. 
We can compare the exact values of /*,•, the approximate values of N/i, and NWi 
'for N = 4: 
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The limit variance for i = 1 is: 
V? = 11612.7(H22/<70
2) - 2 8 4 6 5 . 5 ( H 2 3 / 0 / ^ ) + 14232.7(H 3 3 / 0
2 /^) . 
(Received March 3, 1994.) 
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